Service

Preparing for Service:

“Take Back My Will” by Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin

“Imagination and Creativity” by H. Spencer Lewis, FRC

“Rosicrucianism and Stoicism” by Julie Scott, SRC

“Rosicrucian Invocation”

“Helpful Hints for the Rosicrucian Student on the Mystical Path”

Service on a Practical Level:

Many members have expressed their strong desire to be of service to others during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

There are many practical ways we can do that, including:

Check on your neighbors (while social distancing)

At 7 p.m. local time, open your windows or step outside and clap or shout to salute care workers and those carrying out essential roles who are risking their lives to help others. Many Rosicrucian members in these professions have expressed how deeply touched they are to be acknowledged in this way, especially by their fellow fratres and sorores.

Use our voices to advocate for individuals who need help

Support organizations that care for the vulnerable

Speak up against abuses against animals and the environment

Purchase essential items only

Review our daily actions to observe when we have contributed to Peace and Harmony and when we have not
Service on a Metaphysical Level:

Participate in the Council of Solace healing meditation - https://www.rosicrucian.org/council-of-solace

Visualize the manifestation of the ideals expressed in the Rosicrucian manifesto, the *Appellatio Fraternitatis Rosae Crucis* - https://www.rosicrucian.org/appellatio-fraternitatis

“The Rosicrucian Utopia” by Claudio Mazzucco, FRC

“Creating Your Future” by H. Spencer Lewis, FRC

“Rosicrucian Plea for Spiritual Ecology”

“Reviewing our Acts” by Ralph M. Lewis, FRC

“The Appeal” by Julie Scott, SRC

“A Living Earth” by Irving Soderlund, FRC

“Rosicrucian Utopia”